
Bradley Kang 
206-724-6646 | BRADLEYKANG@GMAIL.COM | WWW.UXKANG.COM 

Skills 
Sketch | InVision | Zeplin | UXPin | Adobe XD | Adobe Illustrator | HTML | CSS 
Wireframing | Prototyping | User Research | Usability Testing 

Education 
UX Design Immersive | General Assembly | DEC. 2015 - MAR. 2016 
B.S. Informatics - HCI, University of Washington; SEP. 2005 - JUN. 2010 

Experience 
UX DESIGNER | CENTRIFY (FILTER) | APR. 2018 - PRESENT 

- Designed web portal and dashboard interface for enterprise cloud security platform 

UX DESIGNER | HUMMINGTREE | DEC. 2017 - APR. 2018 

- Lead the design projects at an AdTech startup for iOS app and responsive web application 

UX DESIGNER | MICROSOFT (COLLABERA) | FEB. 2017 - FEB. 2018 

- Collaborated with UX, UI, and Game designers to establish a premium user experience across the 
AAA title of Forza Motorsport franchise on Xbox and Windows platforms 
- Owned features and translated abstract requirements into clear, implementable flows and screens 
- Introduced prototyping into the design process to better communicate UX vision across the studio 

UX DESIGNER | FREELANCE | SEP. 2016 - JAN. 2017 

- Designed and built websites for clients ranging from e-commerce to non-profits 

UX DESIGN INTERN | ZIPWHIP | APR. 2016 - AUG. 2016 

- Created user flows and interactive prototypes for Zipwhip’s redesigned Web App for customers 
raging from SMB’s to enterprises 
- Planned and facilitated qualitative user research and usability testing sessions 

SOFTWARE TEST ENGINEER | NUANCE COMMUNICATIONS | NOV. 2011- MAY 2015 

- Validated requirements in the following areas to increase customer acceptance: UI/UX, usability, 
bluetooth, accessibility, localization, device resolution, cloud services, and voice dictation 
- Conducted comparative and competitive analysis for Swype keyboard on mobile devices 

QA ENGINEER | SWYPE, INC. | MAR. 2011- NOV 2011 

- Logged bug reports, created test plans, and set up test environment, and flashed devices with custom 
Android OS to ensure timely releases for OEM customers. 

http://www.uxkang.com

